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Production of the UE and UF commenced in January , Toyota's first 6-speed automatic
transaxles for front-wheel-drive vehicles; Transaxles feature a compact gear train that achieves
six speeds using a single axis to produce a high torque of Nm, and are as low cost, compact,
and light as 4-speed automatic transaxles [1] The transaxle is a Lepelletier design which uses a
simple gear set to drive a Ravigneaux planetary gear set with long and short pinion gears in the
same planet carrier. This transaxle features a compact gear train that achieves eight speeds
using a single axis allowing for input torque up to Nm. It is a more compact and optimized
version of the U automatic transmission structure with additional features for improved
performance and efficiency. Due to global application, development was done in a global
fashion involving engineering resources in both Japan and the US. From Wikipedia, the free
encyclopedia. This article needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this
article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and
removed. Retrieved Categories : Toyota transmissions. Hidden categories: Articles with short
description Short description is different from Wikidata Articles needing additional references
from April All articles needing additional references. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit
View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as
PDF Printable version. Add links. Available on select Toyotas. Screen depiction accurate at time
of posting. It's easy to get where you're going with free voice-guided navigation, live traffic
information, lane guidance and more. Do not use the audio multimedia system if it will distract
you. With Alexa, you can ask to play music, listen to audiobooks, hear the news, check the
weather, control smart home devices, get directions, find parking, and moreâ€”all while you
keep your hands on the wheel and eyes on the road. Alexa lives in the cloud, so she is always
getting smarter and updates are delivered automatically. The more you talk to Alexa , the more
she adapts to speech patterns, vocabulary and personal preferences. Choose from every
channel in your vehicle and enjoy the deepest variety of music, ad-free. Root for your team
anywhere you are. Hear all about your favorite stars and subjects. Every kind of comedy, with
something to make you laugh. Get news from every source. Hear over ad-free Xtra channels of
music for any mood, occasion or activity. You can even access thousands of hours of On
Demand shows and performances and get personalized recommendations. The result: Each
passenger can experience music the way the artist intended them to. More Info. Prototype
vehicle shown with options using visual effects. See Highlander Hybrid See Highlander. Swipe
to Rotate. Blizzard Pearl. Build Local Specials. Find Your Highlander Compare Models. All Gas
Hybrid. Preview Features Build Your Own. See what Highlander Hybrid's all about Learn More.
Explore Highlander Hybrid. Find Accessories. Payment Estimator. Prototype shown with
options. Read Info Platinum interior shown in Harvest Beige leather trim. Extra-cost color. A
sport-tuned suspension gives you better handling and more confidence on the road. Read Info.
Improve driving performance by giving more power to the wheel that needs it most. Highlander
Hybrid has up to an EPA-estimated 36 mpg combined. A modern design puts convenience at
the forefront, with all your controls within reach. Feel the sporty vibe of an available red and
black leather-trimmed interior. Available Qi-Compatible Wireless Charging. Simply place your
compatible device in the center console to get that extra charge. The next-gen active safety
system, standard on every new Highlander at no additional cost. Get a better sense of what's
around you. Payment Estimator Use the payment estimator tool to assess your payment
options. The ultimate copilot. Take the simple way there. Communicate safely on the road
ahead. All your music. Beautifully arranged. The perfect driving companion. Bring your music
along for the ride. Let's go places. What is Alexa? Meet Alexa. Using Alexa. What you love is on
now. More ways to listen, everywhere. Watch Video. Subscribers now get more than ever online
and on the app. Amplify your drive. Everything music should be. Historically, vehicle
manufacturers and distributors have charged a separate fee for processing, handling and
delivering vehicles to dealerships. Toyota's charge for these services is called the "Delivery,
Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing, handling and
delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure and may be
subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a profit on the Delivery, Processing and
Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available or regionally required equipment. The
published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U. Virgin Islands. Actual dealer price will
vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available at time of posting. For more information
on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery capacity will decrease with time and use. See
Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving conditions, how you drive and maintain your
vehicle, and other factors. For more information, see EPA estimates not available at time of
posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling pressure and ambient temperature. EPA
ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4 Hybrid vs. Information from ToyotaCare
for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25,

miles, whichever comes first. Certain models require a different maintenance schedule as
described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids,
except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer for details and exclusions. Valid only in the
continental U. Test results are accurate as of the date noted, using the specified
audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems and mobile apps associated
with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on software version, cellular reception
and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will be updated on an ongoing basis as
new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone or operating system is not listed, it
may still be compatible, however we do not have results to display at this time. Please note that
Toyota does not make recommendations on phone carriers, manufacturers, models or
operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may defer the first retail payment for up
to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay
will increase because finance charges accrue from the contract date origination. Earned interest
over the first 90 days will be paid as interest according to your amortization schedule and will
not be waived or added to the principal. Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum
term is 72 months. Individual dealer prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where
prohibited. Not compatible with iFi program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for
details. The day program is offered June 2, through July 6, , and the day program in
Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This offer requires approved credit and
financing through Southeast Toyota Finance. Payments may be deferred for up to the first 90
days from inception. Interest will accrue from inception and the total amount of interest you will
pay may be higher due to the deferment. Available on new Toyota vehicles only. Maximum
contract term is 75 months. May not be combined with certain other offers. See your
participating Toyota dealer for details. Must complete retail sale and take delivery from July 7,
through August 3, Use for comparison purposes only. Toyota's charge for these services is
called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value of the processing,
handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall pricing structure.
Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5 4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl. ToyotaCare for Mirai covers
normal factory scheduled maintenance for three years or 35, miles, whichever comes first.
Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids. See an Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for
details and exclusions. Dynamic Navigation depends on an operative telematics device, a
cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal strength, and other factors outside of
Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality or availability. Services not available in
every city or roadway. Use common sense when relying on information provided. Service may
vary by vehicle and region. Registration is required. Terms of Use apply. SiriusXM All Access
trial length and service availability may vary by model, model year or trim. Do not rely
exclusively on the Blind Spot Monitor. Always look over your shoulder and use your turn signal.
There are limitations to the function, detection and range of the monitor. See Owner's Manual
for additional limitations and details. All rights reserved. Android is a trademark of Google, LLC.
If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will
automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment
method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel, you must call SiriusXM at All
fees and programming subject to change. Not all vehicles or devices are capable of receiving all
services offered by SiriusXM. Current information and features may not be available in all
locations, or on all receivers. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.
Not all Amazon Alexa functionality is available for in-vehicle use. See applicable app for details.
Data charges may apply for certain functions. Apps, prices and services subject to change at
any time without notice. Applies to Highlander models when equipped with LED headlights. For
more details on Top Safety Pick Awards, see The Bird's-Eye-View Camera does not provide a
comprehensive view of the area surrounding the vehicle. You should also look around outside
your vehicle and use your mirrors to confirm surrounding clearance. Environmental conditions
may limit effectiveness and view may become obscured. Always look around outside the
vehicle and use mirrors to confirm clearance. Certain vehicle and environmental factors,
including an object or vehicle's shape, size and composition, may affect the system's
effectiveness. Vehicle user interface is a product of Google and its terms and privacy statement
apply. To use Android Auto on your audio display, you'll need an Android Auto compatible
vehicle and Android phone. Requires compatible smartphone connected with an approved data
cable into the USB media port, and data plan rates apply. Apps and services vary by phone
carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Android, Android Auto and Waze
are trademarks of Google. Drivers are responsible for their own safe driving. Always pay
attention to your surroundings and drive safely. The Adaptive Front-Lighting System helps
improve night vision. Situations such as a dirty windshield, rapidly changing light conditions or

hilly terrain may limit effectiveness, requiring the driver to manually turn off the system. Do not
exceed V. The Smart Key System may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators.
If you have one of these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should
deactivate this system. Apps and services are subject to change at any time without notice.
Data charges may apply. Water, weather, dirt, and other conditions also may cause the sensor
to not operate properly or to operate unintentionally. See Owner's Manual for limitations.
Concentrating on the road should always be your first priority while driving. When using the
wireless charging system, avoid placing metal objects between the wireless charger and the
mobile device when charging is active. Doing so may cause metal objects to become hot and
could cause burns. Do not overload your vehicle. See Owner's Manual for weight limits and
restrictions. Do not rely exclusively on the Rear Cross-Traffic Alert system. Always look over
your shoulder and use your mirrors to confirm rear clearance. There are limitations to the
function, detection and range of the system. When engaged, the system will reduce power to
help the brakes bring the vehicle to a stop. Factors including speed, road conditions and driver
input can all impact stopping distance. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and maintain
awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Functionality, availability and accuracy of
information provided by the system depends on many factors and service may not be available
in every location. Select apps use large amounts of data; you are responsible for charges. Apps
and services subject to change at any time without notice. See toyota. Services and
programming subject to change. Updates may be available from your dealer at an additional
cost. System effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and traffic
conditions. The Wi-Fi Connect trial begins at the time of activation and expires when 2GB of
data is used or when the 3-month period ends. After the trial period expires, enrollment in a paid
subscription is required to access the service. Terms and conditions apply. Before towing,
confirm your vehicle and trailer are compatible, hooked up and loaded properly and that you
have any necessary additional equipment. Do not exceed any Weight Ratings and follow all
instructions in your Owner's Manual. The maximum you can tow depends on base curb weight
plus the total weight of any cargo, occupants, and added vehicle equipment. The only way to be
certain of your vehicle's exact curb weight is to weigh your vehicle without passengers or
cargo. Stolen vehicle police report required to use Stolen Vehicle Locator. Some features may
require the Toyota app. Registration required. Subscription required after trial. Service subject
to change at any time without notice. See usage precautions and service limitations in Owner's
Manual and at toyota. Installation of a tow hitch receiver or other accessories located near the
rear bumper or side-door kick sensors may require disabling or removing the kick sensor, and
the sensor operation setting in your vehicle should be turned off. Destination Assist depends
on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal
strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system ability
functionality or availability. Use common sense when relying on this information. Services
subject to change at any time without notice. See Owner's Manual and toyota. Phone
performance depends on software, coverage and carrier. Emission coverages vary under
Federal and California regulations. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution.
Always properly secure cargo and cargo area. Date and mileage limitations refer to whichever
occurs first from the date of purchase. Warranty coverage is subject to other terms and
conditions. For additional assistance contact the Toyota Customer Experience Center at The
Toyota Remote Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original date of
purchase or lease of a new vehicle. Paid subscription required after trial to access the service.
The backup camera does not provide a comprehensive view of the rear area of the vehicle and
you should also look around the vehicle, using mirrors to confirm rearward clearance. Downhill
Assist Control is designed to help driver maintain vehicle control and speed on steep, downhill
descents and is not a substitute for safe driving judgment and practices. Factors including
speed, grade, surface conditions and driver input can affect the DAC's ability to prevent loss of
control. Effectiveness is dependent on road, weather, vehicle and sign conditions. Use common
sense when using RSA and do not drive distracted. For Toyota hybrid, plug-in hybrid, and fuel
cell and battery electric vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered
for 10 years from original date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject
to the terms and conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and
Maintenance Guide for details. After the trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is
required to access the service. ToyotaCare covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for
two years or 25, miles, whichever comes first. Eligible vehicle and wireless service required.
Coverage and service not available everywhere. Valid in the contiguous U. Do not drive
distracted. Go to att. Data usage and charges apply. Up to 5 devices can be supported using
in-vehicle connectivity. Vehicle Stability Control is an electronic system designed to help the

driver maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a substitute for safe and
attentive driving practices. Factors including speed, road conditions, weather and driver
steering input can all affect whether VSC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. Lane
Departure Alert is designed to read visible lane markers under certain conditions, and provide
visual and audible alerts when lane departure is detected. It is not a collision-avoidance system
or a substitute for safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors
including road, weather and vehicle conditions. The Service Connect trial period is at no extra
cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the respective
trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required to access the service. Airbag
systems are Supplemental Restraint Systems and are designed to inflate only under certain
conditions and in certain types of severe collisions. To decrease the risk of injury from an
inflating airbag, always wear seatbelts and sit upright in the middle of the seat as far back as
possible. Do not put objects in front of an airbag or around the seatback. Do not use a
rearward-facing child seat in any front passenger seat. Hill Start Assist Control is designed to
help minimize backward rolling on steep ascents. It is not a substitute for safe driving judgment
and practices. Factors including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver input can all affect
whether HAC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. The engine immobilizer is a
state-of-the-art anti-theft system that is initiated when you insert your key into the ignition
switch or bring a Smart Key fob into the vehicle. If you lose a key or fob, your Toyota dealer can
help or go to The Dynamic Navigation three year trial period begins on the original date of
purchase or lease of a new vehicle. The Destination Assist trial period is at no extra cost and
begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. Trailer-Sway Control TSC is
an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse
conditions. It is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed, road
conditions, weather and driver steering input can all affect whether TSC will be effective in
preventing a loss of control. The Tire Pressure Monitor System alerts the driver when tire
pressure is critically low. For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be
checked regularly with a gauge; do not rely solely on the monitor system. Use only if aware of
circumstances surrounding vehicle and it is legal and safe to do so e. Toyota's Remote Connect
depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, GPS signal strength and other
factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality and availability.
Registration and Toyota app download required. Brake Assist is designed to help the driver take
advantage of ABS and is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Braking effectiveness also
depends on proper vehicle maintenance, tire and road conditions. Predictive Fuel-Efficient Drive
systems require a destination entry in the navigation system for use. See Owner's Manual for
details. Connected Services depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection,
navigation map data, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control, all of
which can limit system functionality or availability, including access to response center and
emergency support. Information provided is based on the last time data was collected from the
vehicle and may not be up to date. Service Connect depends on an operative telematics device,
a cellular connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength and other factors outside of
Toyota's control, which can limit functionality or availability. Terms and conditions of
subscription service agreement apply. Requires adequate cellular coverage and GPS signal
strength. May not work in all areas. See Toyota Dealer for details and exclusions. Data usage
applies. Coverage not available everywhere; see vzw. See verizonwireless. Other terms apply.
Verizon Wireless data subscription required upon end of 6-month trial period or use of 2 GB
data whichever comes first. Subject to smartphone connectivity and capability. App download
required. Apps, prices and services vary by phone carrier and are subject to change at any time
without notice. Skills and services subject to change at any time without notice. Apple and the
Apple logo are trademarks of Apple Inc. Always use safe driving practices and follow all traffic
rules. This list represents the phones that have been tested for compatibility with Vehicle
Bluetooth and Entune App Suite features to date. Test results are valid as of the date noted,
using the specified versions of the Audio Multimedia System, App Suite and Operating
Systems. This list will be updated on an on-going basis as new phones are constantly being
tested. If you do not find your phone on this list, please refer to Always focus on the road while
driving. See apple. The Toyota Highlander known as the Kluger in Japan, is a crossover vehicle
that shares the same platform with the Toyota Camry. First introduced as a model in North
America to fill in the segment between the Toyota RAV4 and the Toyota 4Runner , it comes in 5
and 7-seater configurations and is available in three trims: Base , Sport , and Limited. The Sport
model was first added for The Highlander is available with two engines: 3. A 4-cylinder was
available until the model year, but has been dropped since then. V6 -powered models come
equipped with a 5-speed automatic transmission, while Hybrids use a continuously variable

transmission. Since , the Highlander is available with optional third row seating. To
accommodate the optional third row seating a depression had to be made in the trunk floor. On
models without third row seating, the depression in the floor was made into a storage
compartment. Prior to the spare tire was accessible from inside the vehicle where the third row
seats are located, but beginning in the spare tire was relocated underneath the vehicle. The
Highlander is available with front-wheel drive or full-time four-wheel drive. Hybrid models are
available with a part-time four-wheel drive system which Toyota refers to as 4WD -i. See
Autopedia's comprehensive Toyota Highlander Review. Options include leather seats, power
sunroof , DVD navigation system , rear seat entertainment , side curtain airbags , and heated
front seats. Today's actual prices for the Toyota Highlander can be found at CarsDirect or here.
As seen on the FuelEconomy. Specifications, details, graphs, pictures and other information
regarding the powertrain is placed in this section. Please make sure to write information of the
vehicle's performance in a third-person point of view. This section should include information
about the car's acceleration figures , handling , braking , etc. If using information gathered from
Road Test articles from a reputable automotive source, then please make sure to cite the quote.
If the car uses brake fluid that doesn't contain polymers or a small amount, the brake fluid will
dry the rear brake seal and gradually leak fluid. Toyota introduced the Highlander Hybrid in July
as a model. This section should include information on the interior's design , build quality ,
ergonomics , space head and legroom, front and rear , features , stowage compartments and
overall comfortability and livability. Add pictures wherever applicable and keep information in a
third-person point of view. The Highlander is called the Kluger outside of the U. Currently, the
plant builds Camrys and Aurions. The Toyota navigation system has a "safety feature" which
disables data entry when the car is in motion. Toyota Lexus Scion Hino Daihatsu. Century
Royal. This wiki. This wiki All wikis. Sign In Don't have an account? Start a Wiki. Highlander
Sport shown in Magnetic Gray Metallic with available accessory roof rail cross bars. Sport
interior shown in Ash leather trim with available rear-seat DVD entertainment system. Available
rear-seat DVD entertainment system with 9-inch display and two wireless headphones.
Categories :. Cancel Save. Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest.
Corporate website. A division of the Toyota Motor Corporation. This page uses some content
from Wikipedia. The original article was at Toyota Highlander. The list of authors can be seen in
the page history. Car shoppers have more choices than ever for a three-row midsize SUV. The
redesigned Toyota Highlander steps back into the mix with key changes that uphold its spot as
a solid pick in the class. The new Highlander is slightly longer than its predecessor, and that
extra room increases the cargo space behind the third-row seat. That leaves the door open for
two newcomers, the Hyundai Palisade and Kia Telluride, to potentially woo you over with their
bigger interiors and luxury-like designs. As you can probably tell from the name OwnerManual.
We spend our time colecting up some of the rarest owner manuals around in an attempt to
make them as easily findable as possible. If you are searching for an owner manual for a Toyota
Prius or Honda Accord then you have come to the right place. Your Email required. Please tick
here to subscribe newsletter. Jump To Year. Choose Year About Us As you can probably tell
from the name OwnerManual. Popular Manuals Honda Accord Hybrid. Sign Up to Download
Manual. Your Name Your Email required Please tick here to subscribe newsletter. Toyota is the
largest automobile manufacturer in the world followed by Volkswagen , based on unit sales.
Toyota is the global market leader in sales of hybrid electric vehicles , and one of the largest
companies to encourage the mass-market adoption of hybrid vehicles across the globe. Toyota
is also a market leader in hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles. The company was founded by Kiichiro
Toyoda in , as a spinoff from his father's company Toyota Industries , to manufacture
automobiles. Three years earlier, in , while still a department of Toyota Industries, it developed
its first product, the Type A engine , and its first passenger car in , the Toyota AA. It also holds a
Toyota is headquartered in Toyota City , Aichi. As of , the head office has the "Toyopet" Toyota
logo and the words "Toyota Motor". The Toyota Technical Center, a story building, and the
Honsha plant, Toyota's second plant engaging in mass production and formerly named the
Koromo plant, are adjacent to one another in a location near the headquarters. Vinod Jacob
from The Hindu described the main headquarters building as "modest". Its Tokyo office is
located in Bunkyo , Tokyo. Its Nagoya office is located in Nakamura-ku , Nagoya. In , Toyota
Motor Co. Since , the two entities had existed as separate companies as a prerequisite for
reconstruction in postwar Japan. Shoichiro Toyoda presided over Toyota Motor Sales in
preparation for the consummation of the merger that occurred in Shoichiro then succeeded his
uncle Eiji as the president of the combined organization that then became known as Toyota
Motor Corporation. On June 14, , Toyota Motor Corporation announced the appointment of
external board members; this was a first for the corporation and occurred following approval
from general shareholders at a meeting on the same day. Additionally, Vice Chairman Takeshi

Uchiyamada replaced Fujio Cho as chairman, as the latter became an honorary chairman while
Toyoda remains in the post of president. Toyota has been publicly traded in Japan since and
internationally since As reported on its consolidated financial statements, Toyota has
consolidated subsidiaries and affiliates. The principle of jidoka , which means the machine
stops itself when a problem occurs, became later a part of the Toyota Production System.
Looms were built on a small production line. In , the patent for the automatic loom was sold to
the British company Platt Brothers , [26] generating the starting capital for automobile
development. The production of Toyota automobiles was started in as a division of Toyoda
Automatic Loom Works devoted to the production of automobiles under the direction of the
founder's son, Kiichiro Toyoda. The Toyota Motor Company was established as an independent
company in The sales price was 3, yen, yen cheaper than Ford or GM cars. In September , the
company ran a public competition to design a new logo. Of 27, entries, the winning entry was
the three Japanese katakana letters for "Toyoda" in a circle. Since toyoda literally means "fertile
rice paddies", changing the name also prevented the company from being associated with
old-fashioned farming. The newly formed word was trademarked and the company was
registered in August as the Toyota Motor Company. The Japanese government supported the
company by preventing foreign competitors Ford and General Motors from importing
automobiles into Japan. The word "Toyopet" Japanese article was a nickname given to the
Toyota SA due to its small size, as the result of a naming contest the Toyota Company
organized in However, when Toyota eventually entered the American market in with the Crown,
the name was not well received due to connotations of toys and pets. The company continued
to be supported by the state. In the Bank of Japan , the central bank of the country, bailed out
the company. By the early s, the US had begun placing stiff import tariffs on certain vehicles.
Toyota received its first Japanese Quality Control Award at the start of the s and began
participating in a wide variety of motorsports. Due to the oil crisis , consumers in the lucrative
US market began turning to making small cars with better fuel economy. American car
manufacturers had considered small economy cars to be an entry-level product, and their small
vehicles employed a low level of quality to keep the price low. Conservative Toyota held on to
rear-wheel-drive designs for longer than most; while a clear first in overall production they were
only third in production of front-wheel-drive cars in , behind Nissan and Honda. In part due to
this, Nissan's Sunny managed to squeeze by the Corolla in numbers built that year. The factory
was the old General Motors Fremont Assembly plant that had been closed for two years. It is
currently the site of Tesla, Inc. Toyota then started to establish new brands at the end of the s,
with the launch of their luxury division Lexus in In the s, Toyota began to branch out from
producing mostly compact cars by adding many larger and more luxurious vehicles to its
lineup, including a full-sized pickup, the T and later the Tundra , several lines of SUVs, a sport
version of the Camry , known as the Camry Solara. They would also launch newer iterations of
their sports cars, namely the MR2 , Celica , and Supra during this era. Bases in Indiana , Virginia
, and Tianjin were also set up. In , Toyota's Toyo Trust and Banking merged with two other
banks to form UFJ Bank , which was accused of corruption by Japan's government for making
bad loans to alleged Yakuza crime syndicates with executives accused of blocking Financial
Service Agency inspections. A youth-oriented marque for North America, Scion , was
introduced in Toyota ranked eighth on Forbes list of the world's leading companies for the year
[44] but slid to 55th for In , Toyota released an update of its full-sized truck, the Tundra,
produced in two American factories, one in Texas and one in Indiana. The company has also
found recent success with its smaller modelsâ€”the Corolla and Yaris. In , Toyota, along with
large parts of the Japanese automotive industry, suffered from a series of natural disasters.
Toyota is estimated to have lost production of , units to the tsunami and production of , units to
the floods. On February 10, , it was announced that Toyota would cease manufacturing vehicles
and engines in Australia by the end of The head office will remain in Port Melbourne and the
Altona plant will be retained for other functions. The workforce is expected to be reduced from
3, to 1, The automaker narrowly topped global sales for the first half of , selling 5. Volkswagen
AG , which recorded sales of 5. The company admitted the move was in response to a probe
foreshadowed earlier in the month by China's National Development and Reform Commission of
Toyota's Lexus spare-parts policies, as part of an industry-wide investigation into what the
Chinese regulator considers exorbitantly high prices being charged by automakers for spare
parts and after-sales servicing. According to Reuters, this was roughly 0. In March , Toyota
partnered with Yanmar to create a fiberglass pleasure boat using Yanmar outboard marine
diesel engines or Toyota inboard engines. From November through , Toyota recalled more than
9 million cars and trucks worldwide in several recall campaigns , and briefly halted production
and sales. In October , Toyota announced a recall of 7. The move came after a series of recalls
between and in which it pulled back around 10 million cars amidst claims of faulty mechanics.

Toyota never agreed to be at fault for the problem. In early November , Toyota USA enlisted a
recall involving defective inflaters and propellant devices that may deploy improperly in the
event of a crash, shooting metal fragments into vehicle occupants. More than 7 million vehicles
are potentially affected in the United States. This recall only affects vehicles equipped with
Takata airbags released after the year in North America. The airbags were manufactured by
Takata automotive manufacturing. Toyota is offering a free repair to all affected vehicles
worldwide. The recall affects specific Toyota Corollas, Sequoias, Tundras and Lexus vehicles
made between and This recall was announced one year ahead of the initially scheduled recall in
December In May , Toyota Vietnam recalled 32, cars in Vietnam for a fuel pump issue. In , Toyota
entered the passenger car market with its Model AA and held a competition to establish a new
logo emphasizing speed for its new product line. After receiving 27, entries, one was selected
that additionally resulted in a change of its moniker to "Toyota" from the family name "Toyoda",
which means rice paddy. The new name was believed to sound better, and its eight-stroke count
in the Japanese language was associated with wealth and good fortune. The original logo is no
longer found on its vehicles but remains the corporate emblem used in Japan. Still, no
guidelines existed for the use of the brand name, so "TOYOTA", which was used throughout
most of the world, led to inconsistencies in its worldwide marketing campaigns. To remedy this,
Toyota introduced a new worldwide logo in October to commemorate the 50th year of the
company, and to differentiate it from the newly released luxury Lexus brand. The three ovals in
the new logo combine to form the letter "T", which stands for Toyota. The overlapping of the
two perpendicular ovals inside the larger oval represents the mutually beneficial relationship
and trust between the customer and the company while the larger oval surrounding both of
these inner ovals represents the "global expansion of Toyota's technology and unlimited
potential for the future". The new logo started appearing on all printed material, advertisements,
dealer signage, and most of the vehicles themselves in In countries or regions using traditional
Chinese characters , e. These are the same characters as the founding family's name "Toyoda"
in Japanese. In Japan, Toyota dealerships are grouped into separate brands that cater to
different demographics. As of they are:. Toyota sponsored, and still sponsors several teams
and has purchased naming rights for several venues, and even competitions, including:.
Toyota's management philosophy has evolved from the company's origins and has been
reflected in the terms " Lean Manufacturing " and Just In Time Production , which it was
instrumental in developing. Many businesses worldwide have adopted a similar approach to
manufacturing. In April , Toyota adopted the "Toyota Way ", an expression of values and
conduct guidelines that all Toyota employees should embrace. Under the two headings of
Respect for People and Continuous Improvement , Toyota summarizes its values and conduct
guidelines with these five principles : [88]. According to external observers, the Toyota Way has
four components: [89]. Toyota has long been recognized as an industry leader in manufacturing
and production. The result is the development of the Toyota Production System. As described
by external observers of Toyota, the principles of the Toyota Way are: [89]. Toyota has grown
from its origins in Japan during the s to become a large multinational corporation. It displaced
GM and became the world's largest automobile maker for the year The world headquarters of
Toyota is located in its home country in Toyota City , Japan. Its subsidiary, Toyota Financial
Services sells financing and participates in other lines of business. Toyota brands include
Scion and Lexus and the corporation is part of the Toyota Group. They also acquired 5. Toyota
has introduced new technologies, including one of the first mass-produced hybrid
gasoline-electric vehicles, the Prius, of which it has sold 2 million globally as of , [94] Advanced
Parking Guidance System automatic parking , a four-speed electronically controlled automatic
with buttons for power and economy shifting, and an eight-speed automatic transmission.
Toyota, and Toyota-produced Lexus and Scion automobiles, consistently rank near the top in
certain quality and reliability surveys, primarily J. Power and Consumer Reports [95] although
they led in automobile recalls for the first time in In , Toyota, combined with its half-owned
subsidiary Daihatsu Motor Company , produced 8. Toyota has a large market share in the United
States, but a small market share in Europe. It also sells vehicles in Africa and is a market leader
in Australia. Due to its Daihatsu subsidiary, it has significant market shares in several
fast-growing Southeast Asian countries. According to the Fortune Global , Toyota is the fifth
largest company in the world. Since the recession of , it has gained market share in the United
States. Toyota's market share struggles in Europe where its Lexus brand has 0. In the first three
months of , Toyota together with its half-owned subsidiary Daihatsu reported number one sales
of 2. Toyota's brand sales had risen 9. The difference in performance was largely attributed to
surging demand for fuel-efficient vehicles. Toyota was hit by the global financial crisis of as it
was forced in December to forecast its first annual loss in 70 years. Akio Toyoda became the
new president and CEO of the company on June 23, , by replacing Katsuaki Watanabe, who

became the new vice chairman by replacing Katsuhiro Nakagawa. By , Toyota reclaimed its
position as the largest automaker in the world, surpassing Volkswagen. In Toyota was regarded
as being behind in smart car technology and in need of innovation. In early it was announced
that Japan is planning a moon landing for and wants its astronauts to explore the lunar surface
in a vehicle built by Japanese automaker Toyota. Toyota's net revenue by geographical regions
for the year ended March 31, []. In , Toyota initiated the Innovative International Multi-purpose
Vehicle project IIMV to optimize global manufacturing and supply systems for pickup trucks and
multipurpose vehicles, and to satisfy market demand in more than countries worldwide. IIMV
called for diesel engines to be made in Thailand, gasoline engines in Indonesia, and manual
transmissions in India and the Philippines, for supply to the countries charged with vehicle
production. Its production engineering and manufacturing headquarters is located in
Georgetown, Kentucky. Toyota Canada Inc. In , Toyota and Mazda announced a joint venture
plant that will produce vehicles in Huntsville, Alabama starting in Toyota marketing, sales, and
distribution in the US are conducted through a separate subsidiary, Toyota Motor Sales, U. It
has started producing larger trucks, such as the new Tundra, to go after the large truck market
in the United States. Currently, Toyota has no plans to offer diesel motor options in its North
American products, including the light-duty pickup trucks. In , Australia was one of the first
countries to assemble Toyotas outside Japan. However, in February , Toyota was the last of
Australia's major automakers to announce the end of production in Australia. The closure of
Toyota's Australian plant was completed on October 3, , and had produced a total 3,, vehicles.
At its peak in October , Toyota manufactured 15, cars a month. Toyota is the world's market
leader in sales of hybrid electric vehicles , one of the largest companies to encourage the
mass-market adoption of hybrid vehicles across the globe, and the first to commercially
mass-produce and sell such vehicles, with the introduction of the Toyota Prius in Cumulative
global sales of Toyota and Lexus hybrid passenger car models passed the 15 million milestone
in January Worldwide sales of hybrid vehicles produced by Toyota reached 1 million vehicles
by May 31, , and the 2 million was reached by August , with hybrids sold in 50 countries. Toyota
estimates that up to January , its hybrids have emitted million fewer tons of carbon dioxide CO
2 emissions than would have been emitted by petrol cars of the same size and performance.
Toyota's plug-in hybrid electric vehicle project began in , with road trials of the prototype
vehicle in France and the UK in Toyota made Prius plug-in demonstration vehicles for lease to
fleet and government customers. The production version of the Toyota Prius Plug-in Hybrid was
released in Japan in January , [] [] followed by the United States in late February, [] and
deliveries in Europe began in late June During its first year in the market, a total of 27, Prius
PHVs were sold worldwide, [] allowing the plug-in version to rank as the second most sold
plug-in electric car for Unlike the first generation model, it is available in all 50 states. The first
generation Toyota RAV4 EV was leased in the United States from to , and at the lessees'
request, many units were sold after the vehicle was discontinued. In May , Toyota launched a
collaboration with Tesla Motors to create electric vehicles. The lithium metal-oxide battery and
other power train components were supplied by Tesla Motors. Tesla built the electric powertrain
at its plant at Tesla Factory in Fremont, California , and then shipped them to Canada.
Production was limited to 2, units during a three-year period. The U. The first 30 iQ EVs were
delivered in the U. Since , the ZEV-NET program has been serving the transport needs of the
Irvine community with all-electric vehicles for the critical last mile of commutes from the Irvine
train station to the UC campus and local business offices. In addition, Toyota announced that is
backing away from fully electric vehicles. The company's vice chairman, Takeshi Uchiyamada,
said: " The current capabilities of electric vehicles do not meet society's needs, whether it may
be the distance the cars can run, or the costs, or how it takes a long time to charge. Toyota's
project called Ha:mo Harmonious Mobility Network , is using the Toyota i-Road , an all-electric
vehicle which combines the potential of both cars and motorbikes. It will formally debut at the
Tokyo Motor Show and will go on sale in Japan in late Toyota said the car was planned for
launch in about In August , Toyota announced its plans to start retail sales of a hydrogen
fuel-cell sedan in California in Toyota expects to become a leader in this technology. Toyota's
first hydrogen fuel-cell vehicles to be sold commercially, the Toyota Mirai Japanese for "future"
, was unveiled at the November Los Angeles Auto Show. Initially, the Mirai will only be available
in California. In , Toyota released 5, patents for free use until , hoping to promote global
development of hydrogen fuel-cell technology. As of , Toyota officially lists approximately 70
different models sold under its namesake brand, including sedans, coupes, vans, trucks,
hybrids, and crossovers. Toyota first entered the pickup truck market in with the SB that was
only sold in Japan and limited Asian markets. It was followed in by the RK renamed in as the
Stout and in by the compact Hilux. With continued refinement, the Hilux simply known as the
Pickup in some markets became famous for being extremely durable and reliable, and many of

these trucks from as early as the late s are still on the road today, some with over , miles.
Extended- and crew-cab versions of these small haulers were eventually added, and Toyota
continues to produce them today under various names depending on the market. Riding on the
success of the compact pickups in the US, Toyota decided to attempt to enter the traditionally
domestic-dominated full-size pickup market, introducing the T for the US model year, with
production ending in While having a bed at the traditional full-size length of 8 feet, the
suspension and engine characteristics were still similar to that of a compact pickup. It proved to
be as economical and reliable as any typical Toyota pickup, but sales never became what
Toyota brass had hoped for. It was criticized as being too small to appeal to the traditional
American full-size pickup buyer. Another popular full-size truck essential, a V8 engine, was
never available. Additionally, the truck was at first only available as a regular cab, though
Toyota addressed this shortcoming and added the Xtracab version in mid In for the model year,
Toyota replaced the T with the larger Tundra. The Tundra addressed criticisms that the T did not
have the look and feel of a legitimate American-style full-size pickup. It also added the V8
engine that the T was criticized for not having. However, the Tundra still came up short in
towing capacity as well as still feeling slightly carlike. These concerns were addressed with an
even larger redesign. A stronger V6 and a second V8 engine among other things were added to
the option list. The smaller Tacoma which traces its roots back to the original Hilux was also
produced at the company's San Antonio facility. Toyota-branded luxury vehicles tend to be
Japan-only. In , building on a previous partnership with Yamaha Marine , Toyota created
"Toyota Marine", [] building private ownership motorboats , currently sold only in Japan. A
small network in Japan sells the luxury craft at 54 locations, called the "Toyota Ponam" series,
and in , a boat was labeled under the Lexus brand name starting May 26, Toyota has been
involved in many global motorsports series. They also represent their Lexus brand in other
sports car racing categories. Toyota also runs a driver development programme known as the
Toyota Young Drivers Program, which they made for funding and educating future Japanese
motorsports talent. Toyota enjoyed success in all these motorsports categories. In , Toyota
entered Formula One as a constructor of chassis and engine; however, despite having
experienced drivers and a larger budget than many other teams, they failed to match their
success in other categories, with five second-place finishes as their best results. Toyota's
nationwide driver hunt of drivers for Etios Motor Racing Series ended up with selection of 25
drivers, who will participate in the race in Toyota Racing Development TRD was brought about
to help develop true high-performance racing parts for many Toyota vehicles. TRD has often
had much success with their aftermarket tuning parts, as well as designing technology for
vehicles used in different types of racing. Toyota supports a variety of philanthropic work in
areas such as education, conservation, safety, and disaster relief. The Toyota USA Foundation
exists to support education in the areas of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics.
Toyota also supports a variety of work in Japan. The Toyota Foundation takes a global
perspective providing grants in the three areas of human and natural environments, social
welfare, and education and culture. Toyota established the Toyota Technological Institute in , as
Sakichi Toyoda had planned to establish a university as soon as he and Toyota became
successful. In , Toyota showcased its trumpet-playing robot. A specific example of Toyota's
involvement in robotics for the elderly is the Brain Machine Interface. Designed for use with
wheelchairs, it "allows a person to control an electric wheelchair accurately, almost in
real-time", with his or her mind. In , the company introduced T-HR3, a humanoid robot with the
ability to be remotely controlled. The robot can copy the motions of a connected person. Toyota
invests in several small start-up businesses and partnerships in biotechnology , including:.
Toyota developed an oekaki -style sewing machine called the Oekaki Renaissance, which, like
others of its type, is designed to allow the user to be able to draw ideas directly onto fabric
using the art of free-motion embroidery. Toyota announced at CES that it intends to build a
"acre high tech, sensor-laden metropolis" at the foot of Mt. The project is expected to break
ground in , and will be called "Woven City. Toyota implemented its fifth Environmental Action
Plan in The plan contains four major themes involving the environment and the corporation's
development, design, production, and sales. The five-year plan is directed at the, "arrival of a
revitalized recycling and reduction based society". The assessment includes, " Themes of the
program consist of "Global Warming Countermeasures" and "Biodiversity Conservation. Since
October , Toyota's new Japanese-market vehicle models with automatic transmissions are
equipped with an Eco Drive Indicator. The system takes into consideration rate of acceleration,
engine and transmission efficiency, and speed. When the vehicle is operated in a fuel-efficient
manner, the Eco Drive Indicator on the instrument panel lights up. The money will be used to
fund environmental programs at the park. In fact, Toyota was the only major manufacturer
selling motor vehicles in America to have worse fuel economy and tailpipe carbon dioxide

emissions per mile between the and model years. In October , Toyota backed the Trump
Administration's proposal that federal authority should override California's ability to set its
own emissions standards for automobiles. The proposal would reduce California's fuel
efficiency standard from about Note:Japan production numbers to Citations for years are for
total production and sales and Japan production and salesU. On February 9, , Kenichi Uchino,
aged 30 years, a quality control manager, collapsed then died at work. On January 2, , an
unnamed chief engineer of the Camry Hybrid , aged 45 years, died from heart failure in his bed.
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Classic YN Origin JCG Non-Toyota platform. Prototype vehicle shown with options using visual
effects. Unique to Highlander XSE is a sport-tuned suspension that lets it hug the road a little
tighter. Retuned shock absorbers, higher-rate springs and a rear stabilizer bar give you better
handling of the road, while its lower, athletic stance shows everyone that it's ready to hit the
ground running. Prototypes shown with options. Extra-cost color. Enjoy an upgrade in
all-wheel-drive performance. Available Dynamic Torque Vectoring All-Wheel Drive TV-AWD
improves responsiveness and stability by sending up to 50 percent of the power to the rear and
then further distributing more power to the wheel that needs it. Prototype shown with options.
Do not overload your vehicle. See Owner's Manual for weight limits and restrictions. Impressive
efficiency More miles mean more fun. Whether you're driving around town or venturing out to
see More miles mean more fun. Whether you're driving around town or venturing out to see
what nature has to offer, Highlander Hybrid has up to an EPA-estimated 36 mpg combined to
give you the freedom to do both. Before towing, confirm your vehicle and trailer are compatible,
hooked up and loaded properly and that you have any necessary additional equipment. Do not
exceed any Weight Ratings and follow all instructions in your Owner's Manual. The maximum
you can tow depends on base curb weight plus the total weight of any cargo, occupants, and
added vehicle equipment. The only way to be certain of your vehicle's exact curb weight is to
weigh your vehicle without passengers or cargo. Highlander's advanced 3. The epitome of
power and smoothness. Flex some muscle with its lb. When activated, the system is designed
to sense slippage and regulate wheelspinâ€”helping to maximize driving performance on
different surfaces. Drive modes Three distinct drive modes let you tailor Highlander's driving
dynamics to match your mood Three distinct drive modes let you tailor Highlander's driving
dynamics to match your mood. Sport Mode provides sharper acceleration, ECO Mode helps
maximize fuel efficiency, and Normal Mode blends fuel economy with performance. XSE
sport-tuned suspension. Concentrating on the road should always be your first priority while
driving. Also, with Amazon Alexa compatibility, you can easily use your voice to access
thousands of the same features and skills you use at home. With its available red and black
leather-trimmed Feel the sporty vibe of XSE every time you enter. With its available red and
black leather-trimmed seats with red accent stitching across the instrument panel, you can't
help but feel a little more empowered behind the wheel. Center console with Qi wireless
charging No wires? No worries. Highlander features available Qi-compatible wireless
smartphone charging No wires? Highlander features available Qi-compatible wireless
smartphone charging. Simply place your Qi-compatible device in the center console to easily
charge it up. Simulation shown. Heated and ventilated front seats Make every seat more
comfortable Make every seat more comfortable. Available heated and ventilated front seats cool
down or warm up on demand, while available heated second-row seats can help keep
passengers warm. Read Info Platinum interior shown in Harvest Beige leather trim. Open it up to
catch a breeze and enjoy the wide-open view, or easily find cover with a power-retractable
sunshade. Third-row seating Highlander's roomy interior gives you enough space to seat up to
eight and provides impressive leg room Highlander's roomy interior gives you enough space to
seat up to eight and provides impressive leg room, even for those in back. Premium interior.
The system uses vehicle-to-vehicle distance control, helping maintain a preset distance from
the vehicle ahead of you. The system is also designed to provide gentle corrective steering if
the driver does not take corrective action. The AHB system is designed to detect the headlights
and taillights of other vehicles, then automatically toggle between high and low beams. If the
system senses cross traffic, it is designed to warn you with side mirror indicators and a warning
tone. No cost maintenance plan and Roadside Assistance Every new Toyota comes with
ToyotaCare, a maintenance plan that covers normal factory scheduled service for 2 years or 25,
miles Every new Toyota comes with ToyotaCare, a maintenance plan that covers normal factory
scheduled service for 2 years or 25, miles, whichever comes first, and hour Roadside

Assistance for 2 years, unlimited mileage. No cost maintenance plan and Roadside Assistance.
Captivating exterior design Highlander's bold design is hard to ignore. Its chiseled shape and
contoured lines display Highlander's bold design is hard to ignore. Its chiseled shape and
contoured lines display the perfect balance of power and refinement. For XSE, an aggressive
mesh front grille, blacked-out accents and lower side skirts highlight Highlander's sportier side.
Twin-tip exhaust Underneath XSE's unique rear bumper features Highlander's first-ever twin-tip
exhaust Underneath XSE's unique rear bumper features Highlander's first-ever twin-tip exhaust.
Chrome-plated for durability and added attention, it helps finish off the sportier rear design.
Highlander shows off more style with its in. Standard on XSE, Limited and Platinum, these sleek
wheels add more sophistication without compromising performance. Water, weather, dirt, and
other conditions also may cause the sensor to not operate properly or to operate
unintentionally. See Owner's Manual for limitations. Cargo and load capacity limited by weight
and distribution. Always properly secure cargo and cargo area. Hands-free power rear liftgate
Easy to use and even more convenient. When your hands are full, Highlander's available
hands-free Easy to use and even more convenient. When your hands are full, Highlander's
available hands-free power liftgate senses your Smart Key fob and opens automatically when
you kick your foot under the rear bumper. LED headlights The dynamic front end of Highlander
shows off its modern look The dynamic front end of Highlander shows off its modern look. The
stylish standard LED headlights provide a crisp, clean light, while available auto-leveling LED
projector-beam headlights help keep light aimed down at the road for better visibility.
Captivating exterior design. Apps and services are subject to change at any time without notice.
Data charges may apply. Bring along a familiar face. Screen depiction accurate at time of
posting. Headphones are for passenger use only. When you enable available Wi-Fi Connect, you
can turn your Highlander into a hotspot with 4G connectivity. This feature allows up to five
devices to stay connected to your favorite apps, while five USB ports and two 12V outlets help
everyone find a charge. Just hit the button and start listeningâ€”it's an experience like no other.
Choose from over channels in your vehicle, including ad-free music, plus sports, news, talk,
comedy and more. With its watts, 11 speakers, surround sound and high-quality engineering,
phenomenal sound is delivered to amp up every drive. Digital rearview mirror Get a clear view
with the flip of a switch with Highlander's available digital rearview mirror Get a clear view with
the flip of a switch with Highlander's available digital rearview mirror. This innovative feature
uses a camera mounted up high inside the rear window for a wider field of visionâ€”letting you
see more of what's behind you. Dynamic Navigation Get there with confidence Get there with
confidence. Highlander features available Dynamic Navigation that can provide you with the
most up-to-date map data, routes and points of interest. Just set your destination, and it will
help you find the best way there. Impressive efficiency From a night out to a day trip beyond
city limitsâ€”Highlander Hybrid is ready to take on From a night out to a day trip beyond city
limitsâ€”Highlander Hybrid is ready to take on every challenge. A responsive 4-cylinder gas
engine with two electric motors gets you to more places with fewer stops along the way. Hybrid
drive modes Highlander Hybrid offers multiple selectable driving modes that let you choose
how it Highlander Hybrid offers multiple selectable driving modes that let you choose how it
performs: Normal for everyday driving, ECO for maximum efficiency, Sport for improved
acceleration, EV Mode, which allows electric-only driving at low speeds for short distances, and
Trail Mode, which gives AWD models even more traction. Highlander Hybrid offers two
powertrains to best match your needs. The power of an intelligent grip. The system uses a
dedicated electric drive motor to automatically supply power to the rear wheels for instant
improvement in traction. The strength of the framework also naturally enhances handling, while
sound-damping and soundproofing materials have been used to help create a quiet cabin for
every drive. Impressive efficiency. Historically, vehicle manufacturers and distributors have
charged a separate fee for processing, handling and delivering vehicles to dealerships. Toyota's
charge for these services is called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on
the value of the processing, handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's
overall pricing structure and may be subject to change at any time. Toyota may make a profit on
the Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee. Excludes taxes, license, title and available or
regionally required equipment. The published prices do not apply to Puerto Rico and the U.
Virgin Islands. Actual dealer price will vary. Actual mileage will vary. EPA ratings not available
at time of posting. For more information on mpg, please see Actual MPGe will vary. Battery
capacity will decrease with time and use. See Actual MPGe will vary depending upon driving
conditions, how you drive and maintain your vehicle, and other factors. For more information,
see EPA estimates not available at time of posting. Fueling time varies with hydrogen fueling
pressure and ambient temperature. EPA ratings not available at time of printing. Based on RAV4
Hybrid vs. Information from ToyotaCare for Prius and Prius Prime covers normal factory

scheduled maintenance for two years or 25, miles, whichever comes first. Certain models
require a different maintenance schedule as described in their Maintenance Guide. Roadside
Assistance does not include parts and fluids, except emergency fuel delivery. See Toyota dealer
for details and exclusions. Valid only in the continental U. Test results are accurate as of the
date noted, using the specified audio-multimedia system grades, cell phone operating systems
and mobile apps associated with the respective vehicle. Phone performance depends on
software version, cellular reception and other factors not controlled by Toyota. Information will
be updated on an ongoing basis as new phones are constantly being tested. If your cell phone
or operating system is not listed, it may still be compatible, however we do not have results to
display at this time. Please note that Toyota does not make recommendations on phone
carriers, manufacturers, models or operating systems. Not all applicants will qualify. You may
defer the first retail payment for up to 90 days from the contract date up to 45 days in
Pennsylvania. The amount of interest you pay will increase because finance charges accrue
from the contract date origination. Earned interest over the first 90 days will be paid as interest
according to your amortization schedule and will not be waived or added to the principal.
Available on new and Certified Used Toyotas. Maximum term is 72 months. Individual dealer
prices, other terms, and offers may vary. Void where prohibited. Not compatible with iFi
program. Contact your participating Toyota dealer for details. The day program is offered June
2, through July 6, , and the day program in Pennsylvania is offered June 2, through July 6, This
offer requires approved credit and financing through Southeast Toyota Finance. Payments may
be deferred for up to the first 90 days from inception. Interest will accrue from inception and the
total amount of interest you will pay may be higher due to the deferment. Available on new
Toyota vehicles only. Maximum contract term is 75 months. May not be combined with certain
other offers. See your participating Toyota dealer for details. Must complete retail sale and take
delivery from July 7, through August 3, Use for comparison purposes only. Toyota's charge for
these services is called the "Delivery, Processing and Handling Fee" and is based on the value
of the processing, handling and delivery services Toyota provides as well as Toyota's overall
pricing structure. Dealer price will vary. AT and SR5 4x2 4-Cyl. AT and SR5 4x4 4-Cyl.
ToyotaCare for Mirai covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for three years or 35, miles,
whichever comes first. Roadside Assistance does not include parts and fluids. See an
Authorized Fuel Cell Dealer for details and exclusions. Dynamic Navigation depends on an
operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal
strength, and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality or
availability. Services not available in every city or roadway. Use common sense when relying on
information provided. Service may vary by vehicle and region. Registration is required. Terms of
Use apply. ToyotaCare covers normal factory scheduled maintenance for two years or 25, miles,
whichever comes first. SiriusXM All Access trial length and service availability may vary by
model, model year or trim. All rights reserved. The Pre-Collision System PCS with Pedestrian
Detection PD is designed to determine if impact is imminent and help reduce impact speed and
damage in certain frontal collisions involving a vehicle or a pedestrian. System effectiveness
depends on many factors, such as speed, size and position of pedestrian and weather, light and
road conditions. See Owner's Manual for additional limitations and details. Android is a
trademark of Google, LLC. If you decide to continue service after your trial, the subscription
plan you choose will automatically renew thereafter and you will be charged according to your
chosen payment method at then-current rates. Fees and taxes apply. To cancel, you must call
SiriusXM at All fees and programming subject to change. Not all vehicles or devices are capable
of receiving all services offered by SiriusXM. Current information and features may not be
available in all locations, or on all receivers. Eligible vehicle and wireless service required.
Coverage and service not available everywhere. Valid in the contiguous U. Do not drive
distracted. Go to att. Data usage and charges apply. Up to 5 devices can be supported using
in-vehicle connectivity. Apps and services subject to change at any time without notice. Always
look around outside the vehicle and use mirrors to confirm clearance. Certain vehicle and
environmental factors, including an object or vehicle's shape, size and composition, may affect
the system's effectiveness. Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist is designed to read visible
lane markers under certain conditions. It provides a visual and audible alert, and slight steering
force when lane departure is detected. It is not a collision-avoidance system or a substitute for
safe and attentive driving. Effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather
and vehicle conditions. Vehicle user interface is a product of Google and its terms and privacy
statement apply. To use Android Auto on your audio display, you'll need an Android Auto
compatible vehicle and Android phone. Requires compatible smartphone connected with an
approved data cable into the USB media port, and data plan rates apply. Apps and services vary
by phone carrier and are subject to change at any time without notice. Android, Android Auto

and Waze are trademarks of Google. Lane Tracing Assist LTA is designed to read visible lane
markers and detect other vehicles under certain conditions. It is only operational when DRCC is
engaged. The Smart Key System may interfere with some pacemakers or cardiac defibrillators.
If you have one of these medical devices, please talk to your doctor to see if you should
deactivate this system. Intelligent Clearance Sonar ICS is designed to assist drivers in avoiding
potential forward and rearward collisions at speeds of 9 mph or less. Certain vehicle and
environmental factors, including an object's shape, size and composition, may affect the
system's effectiveness. Automatic High Beams operate at speeds above 25 mph. Factors such
as a dirty windshield, weather, lighting and terrain limit effectiveness, requiring the driver to
manually operate the high beams. Do not rely exclusively on the Rear Cross-Traffic Braking
system. Always look over your shoulder and use your mirrors to confirm rear clearance. There
are limitations to braking capability and the function, detection and range of the sensors. When
using the wireless charging system, avoid placing metal objects between the wireless charger
and the mobile device when charging is active. Doing so may cause metal objects to become
hot and could cause burns. Do not rely exclusively on the Blind Spot Monitor. Always look over
your shoulder and use your turn signal. There are limitations to the function, detection and
range of the monitor. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon. Not all
Amazon Alexa functionality is available for in-vehicle use. See applicable app for details. Data
charges may apply for certain functions. Apps, prices and services subject to change at any
time without notice. EV Mode lets you operate solely on battery power at low speeds for short
distances and in limited circumstances, such as in a parking garage. Different conditions may
prevent or limit usage. See your Owner's Manual for limitations and details. System
effectiveness is dependent on many factors including road, weather and traffic conditions.
Vehicles with manual transmission have regular DRCC. Effectiveness is dependent on road,
weather, vehicle and sign conditions. Use common sense when using RSA and do not drive
distracted. Do not rely exclusively on the Rear Cross-Traffic Alert system. There are limitations
to the function, detection and range of the system. When engaged, the system will reduce
power to help the brakes bring the vehicle to a stop. Factors including speed, road conditions
and driver input can all impact stopping distance. Be sure to obey traffic regulations and
maintain awareness of road and traffic conditions at all times. Functionality, availability and
accuracy of information provided by the system depends on many factors and service may not
be available in every location. Select apps use large amounts of data; you are responsible for
charges. See toyota. Services and programming subject to change. Updates may be available
from your dealer at an additional cost. Drivers are responsible for their own safe driving. Always
pay attention to your surroundings and drive safely. The Adaptive Front-Lighting System helps
improve night vision. Situations such as a dirty windshield, rapidly changing light conditions or
hilly terrain may limit effectiveness, requiring the driver to manually turn off the system. The
Wi-Fi Connect trial begins at the time of activation and expires when 2GB of data is used or
when the 3-month period ends. After the trial period expires, enrollment in a paid subscription is
required to access the service. Terms and conditions apply. Stolen vehicle police report
required to use Stolen Vehicle Locator. Some features may require the Toyota app. Registration
required. Subscription required after trial. Service subject to change at any time without notice.
See usage precautions and service limitations in Owner's Manual and at toyota. Installation of a
tow hitch receiver or other accessories located near the rear bumper or side-door kick sensors
may require disabling or removing the kick sensor, and the sensor operation setting in your
vehicle should be turned off. Destination Assist depends on an operative telematics device, a
cellular connection, navigation map data and GPS signal strength and other factors outside of
Toyota's control, which can limit system ability functionality or availability. Use common sense
when relying on this information. Services subject to change at any time without notice. See
Owner's Manual and toyota. Phone performance depends on software, coverage and carrier.
Emission coverages vary under Federal and California regulations. Date and mileage limitations
refer to whichever occurs first from the date of purchase. Warranty coverage is subject to other
terms and conditions. For additional assistance contact the Toyota Customer Experience
Center at The Toyota Remote Connect trial period is at no extra cost and begins on the original
date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. Paid subscription required after trial to access the
service. The backup camera does not provide a comprehensive view of the rear area of the
vehicle and you should also look around the vehicle, using mirrors to confirm rearward
clearance. Environmental conditions may limit effectiveness and view may become obscured.
Downhill Assist Control is designed to help driver maintain vehicle control and speed on steep,
downhill descents and is not a substitute for safe driving judgment and practices. Factors
including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver input can affect the DAC's ability to
prevent loss of control. For Toyota hybrid, plug-in hybrid, and fuel cell and battery electric

vehicles beginning with model year , the hybrid HV battery is covered for 10 years from original
date of first use or , miles, whichever comes first. Coverage is subject to the terms and
conditions of your New Vehicle Limited Warranty. See Owner's Warranty and Maintenance
Guide for details. After the trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required to
access the service. Vehicle Stability Control is an electronic system designed to help the driver
maintain vehicle control under adverse conditions. It is not a substitute for safe and attentive
driving practices. Factors including speed, road conditions, weather and driver steering input
can all affect whether VSC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. Lane Departure Alert
is designed to read visible lane markers under certain conditions, and provide visual and
audible alerts when lane departure is detected. The Service Connect trial period is at no extra
cost and begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. After the respective
trial period expires, enrollment in paid subscription is required to access the service. Airbag
systems are Supplemental Restraint Systems and are designed to inflate only under certain
conditions and in certain types of severe collisions. To decrease the risk of injury from an
inflating airbag, always wear seatbelts and sit upright in the middle of the seat as far back as
possible. Do not put objects in front of an airbag or around the seatback. Do not use a
rearward-facing child seat in any front passenger seat. Hill Start Assist Control is designed to
help minimize backward rolling on steep ascents. It is not a substitute for safe driving judgment
and practices. Factors including speed, grade, surface conditions and driver input can all affect
whether HAC will be effective in preventing a loss of control. The engine immobilizer is a
state-of-the-art anti-theft system that is initiated when you insert your key into the ignition
switch or bring a Smart Key fob into the vehicle. If you lose a key or fob, your Toyota dealer can
help or go to The Dynamic Navigation three year trial period begins on the original date of
purchase or lease of a new vehicle. The Destination Assist trial period is at no extra cost and
begins on the original date of purchase or lease of a new vehicle. Trailer-Sway Control TSC is
an electronic system designed to help the driver maintain vehicle control under adverse
conditions. It is not a substitute for safe driving practices. Factors including speed, road
conditions, weather and driver steering input can all affect whether TSC will be effective in
preventing a loss of control. The Tire Pressure Monitor System alerts the driver when tire
pressure is critically low. For optimal tire wear and performance, tire pressure should be
checked regularly with a gauge; do not rely solely on the monitor system. Use only if aware of
circumstances surrounding vehicle and it is legal and safe to do so e. Toyota's Remote Connect
depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, GPS signal strength and other
factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit system functionality and availability.
Registration and Toyota app download required. The Bird's-Eye-View Camera does not provide
a comprehensive view of the area surrounding the vehicle. You should also look around outside
your vehicle and use your mirrors to confirm surrounding clearance. Brake Assist is designed
to help the driver take advantage of ABS and is not a substitute for safe driving practices.
Braking effectiveness also depends on proper vehicle maintenance, tire and road conditions.
Do not exceed V. Predictive Fuel-Efficient Drive systems require a destination entry in the
navigation system for use. See Owner's Manual for details. Connected Services depends on an
operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data, GPS signal strength
and other factors outside of Toyota's control, all of which can limit system functionality or
availability, including access to response center and emergency support. Information provided
is based on the last time data was collected from the vehicle and may not be up to date. Service
Connect depends on an operative telematics device, a cellular connection, navigation map data,
GPS signal strength and other factors outside of Toyota's control, which can limit functionality
or availability. Terms and conditions of subscription service agreement apply. Requires
adequate cellular coverage and GPS signal strength. May not work in all areas. See Toyota
Dealer for details and exclusions. Car shoppers have more choices than ever for a three-row
midsize SUV. But don't forget about one of the crossovers that started it all. The redesigned
Toyota Highlander steps back into the mix with key changes that uphold its spot as a solid pick
in the class. The new Highlander is slightly longer than its predecessor, and that extra room
increases the cargo space behind the third-row seat. Last year's Highlander could only hold The
extra room increases the Highlander's carrying capacity to 16 cubes, which is more competitive
though still far off from leaders in the segment. On the inside, there's a standard 8-inch
touchscreen or a new In the previous Highlander, you had to rely on Toyota's underwhelming
Entune system to fully connect your smartphone. Our main concern is that the Toyota
Highlander, while thoroughly competent, doesn't raise the bar in any meaningful way. That
leaves the door open for two newcomers, the Hyundai Palisade and Kia Telluride, to potentially
woo you over with their bigger interiors and luxury-like designs. The Toyota Highlander is a
three-row crossover with up to eight seats. All models are powered by a 3. Front-wheel drive is

standard and all-wheel drive is optional. There is also a Highlander Hybrid, which is reviewed
separately. The base L trim comes pretty well equipped for a base trim. You get Toyota's bundle
of advanced driver safety aids Safety Sense 2. It also offers some additional multimedia
functions and a leather-trimmed steering wheel. Stepping up to the XLE brings a variety of
amenities, such as a sunroof, roof rails, second-row captain's chairs, heated front seats with
more adjustability, simulated leather upholstery, and a bigger driver information display.
Looking for more? The Limited gains inch wheels, integrated navigation, leather upholstery,
ventilated front seats, and a premium JBL audio system among other features. The
range-topping Highlander Platinum's upgrades include a panoramic sunroof, a Test drove the
Limited. V-6 engine was responsive and ride was very quiet. Very good standard technology
and driving safety packages. Interior had quality materials and good fit and finish. Second row
captains chair seats are comfortable with plenty of room behind first row, third row seats
useless except for small children which you would want in second row. Big disappointment was
drivers seat height adjustment; you better be 5'4" or above to have clear visibility over steering
wheel and dash. Also, passenger seat has NO height adjustment; passengers 6'3" or above will
be at or close to the ceiling. Except for the lack of adequate front seat height adjustments, I
loved the car. The best looking angles are the front and the rear. The side is a little odd because
of the bulging character line. In summary, it looks like a bloated Rav4. When I see another one
one the road, it looks good. The dashboard and gigantic High quality materials and superior fit
and finish, and great design makes a driver feel satisfaction. The infotainment screen works
extremely well. The display is extremely clear with crisp graphics. The external camera system
creates a high resolution display. On the whole, it looks very upscale. The best parts are the
adaptive and automatic headlights which are extremely bright, the big heads-up display, the
surround view camera system which makes parking a breeze. I especially like the fact that
below 7 mph, the front camera and surround view camera come on which allows you to clearly
see all the parking space lines and surrounding cars. I am jealous that the has added new safety
features such as the ability to slow down on a curve while using the adaptive cruise control. The
seats in the first two rows are spacious and great. The noise is pretty low except for road noise
at high speeds on some surfaces. The third row is tight unless the 2nd row passengers slide
their seats forward a few inches. The downside of the third row is how thinly padded the
cushion is and how low it is to the ground. With the 3rd row up, the cargo area can hold about 4
carry-ons and some backpacks or 2 large 26" luggage. With the 3rd row down, you get a huge
48 cubic feet of room. Unlike most cars, its sounds great in all rows, not just the front row. It is
probably the best sound system available outside of luxury brands. No rattles or creaks have
developed. Seats do not have any creases. Everything is holding up very well. The biggest
negative is that when you install a tow hook, the hands free cargo is disabled. They have fixed it
for by moving the location of the sensors, but there is no fix for the My wife and I are car people.
My wife has had her Durango for 7 years and we bought new in Great SUV, but a lot of miles and
she was ready for something new. However, with the redesign I added to the list for us to look
at. As soon as my wife saw it and drove it she said, "This is exactly what I want. We really like
the look inside and out of the highlander. We purchased the Platinum model and there are zero
factory options to add. It comes loaded with everything and some things I wasn't even aware of.
We went with the new for Glazed Caramel interior and it is absolutely stunning with Magnetic
Gray Metallic. Toyota has really stepped up its interior game with this one. I have always felt
they were years behind everyone in interiors and tech. I actually feel like I am in a near-luxury
vehicle. The dash design and materials are great and the tech the car has is amazing. I really
like the fact that you can customize the tech by sounds, sensitivity or simply turn it off. This
model also has the digital review mirror which adds another rear display camera for even
greater viewing. The Birdseye overhead camera is great too along with parking assist front
camera! A big deal as we live just outside a city where we have no street lights and drive some
rural roads at night. We have the 2nd row captain chairs and they are very comfortable. I am 6'2"
and my wife is 5'2" so we hit both spectrums when driving or riding in the car. I am not getting
some comments below on drivers under 5'4" not being able to see well over dash or hood. My
wife said she easily sees over both and feels like she can even see better over it vs. Also, being
tall I have found no issues with adjustments or being comfortable in driver seat. I am fine in the
passenger seat too at 6'2". I do agree it is an oversight and a "miss" by Toyota to not have the
powered passenger adjust up or down. Not sure how that made it through. That said though, if
anything I feel a tad low and definitely not running out of head room like others have said. I
guess you need to sit in one yourself and adjust things before looking to buy. The third row is
accessible by second row that slides forward. Not too bad getting in or out of third row, but it is
a cramped 3rd row. No denying that. I wouldn't want to ride in it long, but a short trip in a pinch
is doable. The bench is too low. Smaller kids would be "ok". Our kids are high school now, so

the third row is not as important as they both drive. Inside I would say the 2nd row is slightly
roomier vs. Durango as it slides back in Highlander. However, the 3rd row in Durango actually
could seat an adult comfortable. Plenty of cargo room behind 2nd row and still decent with 3rd
row up. This is 6" shorter than the Durango, but only 1cu ft. The engine and 8speed are a good
combo and fit the chassis well. Not overpowered and not underpowered. Gas mileage has been
good at about 22avg. Overall a great all-around SUV and highly recommend you test drive one.
Just purchased a Toyota Highlander Platinum. Love the vehicle, rides great like others the two
front seats need height adjustment. The big item which they do not tell you, the Platinum and
Limited will not accept a tow hitch because of the operation of the tailgate. Sensors operation
will not allow the installation of a manfacturer hitch or a after market hitch. You are out of luck if
you want to haul anything. Toyota says sorry Write a review. See all 61 reviews. Last year's
Toyota Highlander could only hold The extra room increases the Toyota Highlander's carrying
capacity to 16 cubes, which is more competitive though still far off from leaders in the segment.
There can be only one top pick, though, and for the last two years that's been the Kia Telluride.
There's a new challenger, though, and it's this, the all new Toyota Highlander. The last time the
Highlander was redesigned was , and back then it shot to the top of its class only to be replaced
just a few years later by newer competitors. This time around, though, the Highlander adopts
some new style that's been brought over by some of the pickup trucks. We've seen it played out
with a RAV4, and personally, I'm a fan. I like the angular trapezoidal grille. It gives a little more
aggression and a little more chunkiness that I think is missing from a lot of other SUVs in its
class. Unfortunately, around the side I do have some complaints. In terms of the Highlander
silhouette, it's really not too much different here from any other three row midsize SUV. One
thing I don't like, though, is this weird character line that starts here, continues up, and swoops
over the back wheels. It's kind of this weird unnecessary styling flourish that they've also used
on the Supra. Me it almost seems like they had a bin full of these, they just didn't know what to
do with them. It adds some visual weight that I think, quite frankly, is unnecessary. But styling
is subjective. You may be OK with it. And it might also look better in darker colors. Under the
hood of the Highlander is a horsepower 3. All wheel drive is available as an option. There's also
a four-cylinder hybrid version that has horsepower and returns an impressive 35 miles per
gallon. This V6 all wheel drive platinum, however, turns in a respectable 23 miles per gallon.
That's a few thousand dollars more than our top ranked Kia Telluride, so let's find out what we
get for the money. And it starts gathering speed really well. Doesn't even sound like you're
stressing out the engine. And right there, That's pretty impressive. I think Toyota did well to go
with the V6, and the traditional automatic transmission actually has really good pickup. There's
almost no delay between the time you stomp on the pedal and you start moving. I don't know
how it's going to fare when we track test this because right now in the middle of COVID we've
shut down our testing, but I wouldn't be surprised if it's pretty close to the Telluride or even
slightly faster. If it's not faster, it certainly feels like that because it has a quicker response to
throttle input. The brakes are also just plain easy, and there's really not a lot to say about that.
And that's a good thing. Coming to a stop right now. Nice and easy. Easy to just roll up. Come
to a really beautiful limo stop. And that's great if you have a bunch of kids sleeping in the back.
You don't want to wake them up. Despite its focus on being family friendly, this Highlander is
surprisingly good on a curvy road. I'm on one of the curvaceous robes here in Southern
California right now, and it takes it with confidence. Way more confidence than I expected. Body
roll is really well-managed. There's no kind of shuddering back and forth, and no jostling. It
takes the turn, it sets it with no wobbling after. Yes, you can, indeed, have fun driving a
Highlander now. And the best part is it didn't sacrifice ride quality in exchange for that. Usually
when an SUV can take curves like this, it's going to have a stiffer ride quality, and you're going
to sacrifice comfort as a result. That's not the case with the Highlander. It's still really smooth
and comfortable over the bumps, and the mid-corner bumps it just glides right over. And some
of those bumps will actually upset other vehicles. Well done, Toyota. One thing I'm struck with
right now, actually, is forward visibility. This front roof pillar right in front of me is as narrow as
I've seen out of any vehicle in a long time. A lot of newer vehicles have really thick roof pillars,
and that's for crash standards for rollover protection. In this one, they engineered it to be
thinner or at least appear thinner to the driver. That means I don't really have to bob my head
back and forth around it to see through sharp left turns. Rear visibility, it's about the same as
any other midsize three row SUV. It's not great, but you have a decent enough view. What
Toyota did, though, is they added one of these virtual mirrors so that if you have passengers or
gear piled up to the roof, you can still see what's behind you. The problem I have with some of
these virtual mirrors is there's no depth perception. Knowing that, it's fine if you're on a road
trip and you just need to see what's coming up behind you. But if you're trying to maneuver it
back into a tight spot, you're better off relying on the camera system, which is actually really

good. It's sharp, and it gives a really good distortion-free view all around. And in this top
platinum trim, you get the surround view monitor. Also helping with visibility is this has a head
up display. So I'm getting speed and navigation prompts right in front of me. I don't have to take
my eyes off the road. I'm a big fan of head up displays. As expected of any vehicle today, the
Highlander comes off a long list of standard advanced safety features and available driver
assistance. On my three-hour evaluation drive of this I rely pretty heavily on adaptive cruise
control, and it functions very well. It maintains a really good gap between you and the car in
front. And when traffic slows down, it eases into the brakes. It doesn't just hop onto them
aggressively at the last second. Likewise when traffic starts flowing again, it eases into the
throttle. It doesn't floor it and kind of pin you to the seat. In essence, it drives pretty much like
any good driver should. One problem I had with some of these systems, though, is pretty minor,
and it's the lane departure warning. It was a little too sensitive. It would send up a few false
signals every now and then, and that was more because there's just some faint lines in the
roadway that it thought were the painted lines. But it's a problem that a lot of other systems in
other vehicles don't have a problem with. The good news is you can just disable it with one
button on the steering wheel. You don't have to go searching through menus. And there's also a
sensitivity setting for this. And when I took it down to its lower setting of two settings, it
stopped giving me a lot of those false alarms. Another thing I'm noticing as I'm driving along is
as much as I like the placement and size of this massive touchscreen, it's prone to a lot of
reflections, and it's obscuring some of the information on the screen. A lot of the reflections are
actually coming from the passenger's seat here, which means that the screen is a little too
perpendicular. Other screens are tilted down a little bit just so you don't get a lot of those
ancillary reflections. The redesign also significantly improved the Highlander's interior. These
front seats are built for comfort. On our three-hour evaluation drive, I really didn't feel any
fatigue. In this top Platinum trim, you also get ventilated seats. Most of your elbow touch points
and knee touch points are well padded, but there are a few hard plastics that I wasn't really
expecting. The dash overall has a pleasing, attractive design. I'm particularly fond of this giant
touch screen right in front of me. It's within easy reach and right in my sight line so it reduces
distraction while I'm using it. Apple Carplay and Android Auto are standard. This new
infotainment system and screen are also pretty sharp. You have the option of doing a split
screen layout. So you have your climate control on one side, and you have your audio and
navigation on the other. There's also redundant controls for the climate control, which is
something I really like. Having to dig through menus just to change the temperature it's kind of
a pain. Underneath that big screen is a nice pocket here for your cell phone, and has a built in
cord keeper. It's just perfect. Underneath that, another spot for a cell phone. Two large cup
holders here, but there is an option for a wireless charging pad. The problem is they put it here
underneath the center armrest, and it's blocking access to everything underneath. You have to
flip it up and then kind of rummage through because it's not very easy to see inside, either. To
me, seems like an afterthought. There's another bin right here just above the glove box. Which
is great for the passenger, especially in a long road trip. We tend to run out of personal storage.
Right here at your fingertips are a lot of low-level, off road terrain systems. You have things for
mud, sand, rock, dirt, and also snow. Hill descent control is also here, along with some sport,
normal, and eco drive mode selectors. I do have a few nit picks with the Highlander's interior,
and that's related to the abundance of textures and colors. On the top of the dash here we have
this cocoa brown kind of faux-leather texture with some kind of light brown stitching, and we
have this metallic-looking carbon fiber embossed trim piece here with a chrome strip
underneath that. Some light tan leather-looking upholstery underneath that with a kind of grittier
texture here for the bin. On the doors we have some harder plastics, and also this kind of weird
dark gray wood grain pattern which I'm really not a fan of in any car. But when you put them all
together, it's just a little disjointed. It's almost like how you're not supposed to wear polka dots
with stripes. It's just too much going on there. Feel like they could have been a little more
refined and a little classier with fewer colors or just going with basic black. Here in the second
row I have plenty of space, and this driver's seat is set for me. I'm 5 foot 10 and my hair's just
barely brushing the head liner. You have some nice vents here for climate control with your
separate controls right here in front of you. You also have heated seats with this top trim, and
underneath two USB ports and a household power outlet. Materials quality is about the same as
it is up front. Your elbows are nicely padded, but there are some hard plastics here or there. You
do have some manual sun shades here to keep the sun off your young ones or for just a little
more privacy. With these two captain's chairs, there's a decent enough pass-through here for
smaller passengers to squeeze through. Here in the third row of seats, it's understandably a lot
less accommodating. Wow, I'm really packed in here. But this second row seat is slid all the way
back, and that's default position. With the second row seat slid just a little bit forward, I have

much more space for my feet and for my knees. There is absolutely no thigh support, though,
because this seat cushion's mounted so low to the floor. So my knees are pretty much up in the
air with nothing underneath. It's obviously meant for very small passengers and children, or
occasional use at that. Which is kind of par for the course for three row mid-sized SUVs. The
Telluride does offer much more space back here, though. Another nit pick I have, too, is there's
cup holders here, but it's really hard plastic and it's right where your elbow wants to sit. So if I
was stuck back here, I'd probably have to roll up a jacket and put it underneath my elbow. There
are also no USB charging ports back here. So on a long road trip packed with people they might
get bored back here or run out of juice for their devices. When it comes to cargo space, it's a bit
of a mixed bag when it comes to the Highlander. Behind the third row of seats you have 16
cubic feet of cargo capacity. As you can see, that's not a whole lot, and it's also a little bit
narrow. That's 5 cubic feet less than the Kia Telluride, too. And to put that in perspective, 5
cubic feet is about two of these big plastic bins. It's a little more significant than you might
think. Once you fold down these rear seats, though, it opens up to about Once you fold down
the second row of seats, though, at its maximum capacity, the Telluride regains its advantage
by about three cubic feet. In the end, if you're planning to haul a lot of people and a lot of gear,
you might want to pay closer attention to the Highlander's cargo capacity. There's no doubt that
the redesign has done wonders for the Toyota Highlander. It's got a good amount of power, it
drives great, it's comfortable over long distances, there's a ton of space in the first and second
rows, and you get all of the available advanced safety features and driver assistance we've
come to expect. It does lose some ground against our top rated Kia Telluride, though. It doesn't
have the interior quality and materials that make that Telluride so special. Also, the third row
seats are far more cramped, and there's less cargo space behind them. The Highlander
definitely deserves a spot in the top three among midsize three row crossovers, though. Which
means it's a great competitor against the Honda Pilot. For more information on the Highlander,
the Telluride, and the Pilot, head on over to edmunds. To see more videos like this, hit
Subscribe. The Subaru Ascent is a relatively new introduction to the three-row crossover
segment. Advantages include standard all-wheel drive and above-average ground clearance to
help you better tackle off-road trails. Interior quality and safety equipment are also strong
points. But we're less enthusiastic about the Subaru's elevated road noise, tight third row and
bumpiness at high speeds. Like most Honda crossovers, the Pilot excels at making the driving
experience easy. It's big and roomy, so there's plenty of space for people and cargo, and the
ride quality is smooth. These two SUVs are evenly matched in a lot of ways, so deciding
between them could come down to which brand you prefer or which offers the best deal. Read
Edmunds' long-term road test of the Honda Pilot. The Telluride is our top-ranked three-row
crossover, an impressive feat in its first year on the market. It offers a roomy cabin, a smooth
ride, and plenty of near-luxury standard features to justify its price. Its interior materials are of a
high quality for the affordable end of the segment, and the tight build quality all but eliminates
outside noise. Kia also backs up the Telluride with exceptional warranties. Consumer ratings
and reviews are also available for the Toyota Highlander and all its trim types. Overall, Edmunds
users rate the Highlander 3. Edmunds consumer reviews allow users to sift through aggregated
consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are saying about any vehicle in our
database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance, comfort, value, interior, exterior
design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to provide shoppers with a
comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Highlander. Edmunds experts have
compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Toyota Highlander and all model years in
our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews and recommendations for the
Highlander featuring deep dives into trim levels and features, performance, mpg, safety, interior,
and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings, road test and performance data, long-term
road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and more. This review was written by a member of
Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Our team drives every car you can buy. We put
the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating how they drive and comparing them in detail
to their competitors. We're also regular people like you, so we pay attention to all the different
ways people use their cars every day. We want to know if there's enough room for our families
and our weekend gear and whether or not our favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors
want to help you make the best decision on a car that fits your life. Simply research the type of
car you're interested in and then select a car from our massive database to find cheap vehicles
for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Toyota Highlander. Edmunds has deep data on over 6 million new, used, and certified
pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features and specs information like: MSRP,
average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain, and maintenance , features

upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating, cruise control, parking
assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat tires, wheel type, tire
size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow shopper to compare
vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features, exterior features,
specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds rating, and color.
Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is
the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher
monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the
other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're
someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Select year - Upcoming - New - New. Other years. Pros Comfortable,
quiet ride Easy to see out of Good power and fuel economy from V6 engine Cons Third row is
kids-only Below-average cargo space behind the third-row seat What's new Fully redesigned for
Increased cargo room behind the third row Android Auto and Apple CarPlay finally added Part
of the fourth Highlander generation introduced for The Highlander gets high marks for its
superb comfort and above-average fuel economy. It feels confident on a winding road, and its
responsive acceleration is useful for driving around town. It's also comfortable on long-distance
drives. But the Highlander suffers from a third-row seat that is confining and falls below the
mark set by the top players in this segment. Unlike some other SUVs that can be slow to
respond when you first step on the accelerator, the Toyota Highlander delivers near immediate
response. At our Edmunds test track we measured mph at 7. The Highlander's ability to
negotiate a twisty road has improved. Body roll is controlled as you go around turns, and the
available torque-vectoring AWD system can also help by applying engine power to individual
rear wheels to subtly enhance the SUV's handling balance in addition to the usual benefit of
extra traction in wet weather. Despite all this advanced technology, the Highlander still feels like
a bigger SUV. A number of competitors move with more purpose and lightness, and many are
able to stop quicker in an emergency braking scenario. Ultimate performance aside, the
Highlander makes daily driving a low-effort activity, which is most important. The Highlander's
ride quality is pleasantly plush. Large and small road imperfections are smoothed over thanks
to the compliant suspension, yet it avoids feeling floaty or disconnected at higher speeds. The
front seats are quite comfortable even on long drives, and the available second-row captain's
chairs deliver nearly the same amount of comfort. Alas, the third-row seats are one of the
Highlander's greatest liabilities. Thin padding, a very low seat cushion and narrow space make
them ill-suited for adults. Wind noise is well silenced on the highway, though, and road noise is
minimal. Our test Highlander did have a minor creak developing at the top of the driver's door.
The first and second seating rows provide ample space, but the third row is one of the most
confining in the midsize three-row SUV class. If you're planning on regularly using the full
passenger capacity, you will be better served by rivals such as the Kia Telluride or Volkswagen
Atlas. Once you're seated, it's easy to find your preferred driving position, but taller drivers may
wish for a bit more extension range from the telescoping steering wheel it can be a bit of a
reach. We give the Highlander high marks for outward visibility. The front roof pillars are thin,
which help you see around turns. Some of the Highlander's available technology features help
too, such as the camera-based rearview mirror that allows you to see out the back even if
you've fully loaded up the rear cargo area. The available surround-view camera system is sharp
and can be rotated to "look around" the vehicle. In recent years, Toyota has trailed other
manufacturers when it comes to tech. This Highlander makes big strides in the right direction,
but it still has some drawbacks. The optional Our Highlander Platinum test vehicle had five USB
charge ports for the first and second rows but none for the third row. Toyota provides a
comprehensive suite of advanced driver aids as standard on all Highlanders. Among other
things, we like the adaptive cruise control, but we found the lane departure warning slightly too
sensitive in the normal mode and not sensitive enough in the low mode. Cargo space is a bit of
a mixed bag with the Highlander. Behind the third row, there's only 16 cubic feet of space,
which is small for the class. Behind the second row, it expands to a better-than-average The
liftover height is about average for a midsize SUV. As for cabin storage, there are good-size
pockets and cupholders, as well as two shelves built into the dash one has a clever phone cable
keeper too. Because the wireless phone charger is in the center armrest bin, you have to flip it
up to access the space underneath, which some might find inconvenient. Got kids? The LATCH
anchors are also easy to locate and access for all types of seats, though there are no anchors in
the third row. This may not seem like a huge advantage over the competition with a difference of
just 1 or 2 mpg, but it's significant for this class of vehicle. On our mile highway-heavy
evaluation loop, we achieved Of note, the Highlander Hybrid is estimated to return 36 mpg
combined. In general, the Highlander is a little more expensive than its closest rivals, and you

don't quite get as many standard features. When it comes to quality, the interior materials are
only about average when compared to what's used in the top-rated SUVs in this class. Toyota
provides the first two years of scheduled maintenance for free. The new styling up front gives
the Highlander more of an industrial, truck-like appearance, which is pleasing. The same can't
be said, though, for the Supra-inspired character line that goes from the bottom of the front
door and over the rear wheels. One thing that helps boost this score is the fact that the
Highlander is composed on a twisting road. We might even say it's fun to drive for a midsize
three-row SUV. We'd opt to save some cash and choose the LE. The LE also adds a power
liftgate, blind-spot monitoring, LED foglights, and a leather-trimmed steering wheel and shift
knob. That's a lot of value baked into an affordable three-row SUV, as long as you don't mind
cloth seats. Read more. Find savings on the Highlander for sale near you. ZIP Code. See
Pricing. See all Highlander lease offers. Sponsored cars related to the Highlander. Most helpful
consumer reviews 4 out of 5 stars, "Some Adjustment Needed". Check your price quote. Great
Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get started Already have a dealer quote? Full-Speed
Dynamic Radar Cruise Control Follows the vehicle ahead at a preset distance, with the ability to
operate at low speeds or all the way up to mph. Lane Departure Alert with Steering Assist Alerts
the driver of possible unintended lane departures and can apply small corrective steering inputs
to keep the vehicle in its lane. Side Impact Test Good. Toyota Highlander vs. Subaru Ascent The
Subaru Ascent is a relatively new introduction to the three-row crossover segment. People who
viewed this also viewed 4. Related Highlander Articles. The Edmunds experts tested the
Highlander both on the road and at the track, giving it a 7. You probably care about Toyota
Highlander fuel economy, so it's important to know that the Highlander gets an EPA-estimated
23 mpg to 24 mpg, depending on the configuration. What about cargo capacity? When you're
thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Highlander has And then
there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the Toyota Highlander is
reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from real owners and reveal
what it's like to live with the Highlander. Look for specific complaints that keep popping up in
the reviews, and be sure to compare the Highlander's average consumer rating to that of
competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're wondering whether the Toyota Highlander
is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team reviewed the Highlander and gave it a 7. Safety
scores, f
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uel economy, cargo capacity and feature availability should all be factors in determining
whether the Highlander is a good car for you. If you're interested in the Toyota Highlander, the
next question is, which Highlander model is right for you? What do people think of the Toyota
Highlander? Edmunds Expert Reviews Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of
ratings and reviews for the Toyota Highlander and all model years in our database. Our Review
Process This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car
reviewers. What's a good price for a New Toyota Highlander? Which Toyota Highlanders are
available in my area? Can't find a new Toyota Highlanders you want in your area? Consider a
broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Should I lease or buy a Toyota Highlander? Check out
Toyota lease specials. Sign Up. Get price. Our verdict. How does the Highlander drive? How
comfortable is the Highlander? How economical is the Highlander? Is the Highlander a good
value?

